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SMALL PROGRAMMING EXERCISES 19 
M. REM 
Deportment of Mathematics and Computing Science, 
Eindhoven Uniuersify of Technology, 5600 MB Eindhouen, Netherlands 
In May 1986, while visiting the University of Grenoble in France, I was shown 
some systolic computations by M. Tchuente. Our new exercise is an adaptation of 
one of these. The problem, which he referred to as the ‘Car& Problem’, concerns 
determining which prefixes of a given sequence are squares. A square is a sequence 
of even length in which the first half is identical to the second half: sequence xyyxyy 
is an example of a square. 
As in the preceding issue, we are interested in two solutions: a parallel program 
and a functional program. The parallel program should have constant response time. 
Exercise 45: Square recognition (parallel) 
Design a parallel program with communication behaviour 
(b!bool; a?int; a?int)* 
and input/output relation 
b(i)=(Aj:O<j<i: a(j)=a(i+j)), i>O. 
Exercise 46: Square recognition (functional) 
Design a functional program for P in 
l[p::[int]+[booZ]; 
P 
{p.a.i=(Aj:Osj<i:a.j=a.(i+j)),i20} 
II 
Solution of Exercise 43 (convolution, parallel) 
We have to find a parallel program that has communication behaviour 
(c!int ; a?int ; b?int)* 
and input/output relation 
c(i)=(Sj:Osj<i: a(j)*b(i-l-j)), iz0. (1) 
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From (l), we infer 
c(0) = 0, 
c(1) = a(0) * b(0) 
and, for i>O, 
c(i+2)=(Sj:OGj<i+2:u(j)*b(i+l-j)) 
=a(O) * b(i+l) 
+(Sj: IGj<i+l: a(j)*h(i+l-j)) 
+a(i+ 1) * b(0) 
(2) 
(3) 
=a(O)*b(i+l)+a(i+l)*b(O) 
+(Sj:Osj<i: u(j+l)* b(i-j)). (4) 
The latter summation is again a term of a convolution, but now one of the sequences 
starting with u(l) and b(1). Considering that this is an opportunity to employ 
recursion, we introduce a subprocess p of the same type operating on sequences 
u(j: jz 1) and b(j: jz 1): 
p.u(i)=u(i+l) and p.b(i)=b(i+l) (5) 
for i 3 0. The input/output relation of subprocess p is, of course, the same as (1): 
p.c(i)=(Sj:Ocj<i:p.u(j)*p.b(i-1-j)) 
for i 2 0, which, on account of (5), may be written as 
p.c(i)=(Sj:Osj<i: u(j+l)* b(i-j)). 
Hence, (4) simplifies to 
c(i+2)=u(O)* b(i+l)+u(i+l) * b(O)+p.c(i) (6) 
for isO. 
Ignoring types and directions of channels, the given communication behaviour 
is (c ; a ; b)*. Since c(0) and c( 1) are computed differently from c( i f2) for i 2 0, 
we unfold the repetition twice: 
c; a ; b ; c ; a ; b ; (c ; a ; b)*. 
In the above (external) communication behaviour we insert the internal communica- 
tions as follows: 
c ; a ; b ; c ; a ; b ; p.c ; (c ; p.u ; a ; p.6 ; b ; p.c)*. 
Then c(it2) follows b(i+l), u(i+l), and p.c(i), as required by (6). Moreover, 
p.u(i) and p.b(i) follow u(i+l) and b(i+l) respectively, as required by (5). 
We introduce variables u and u and have the initialization establish 
u = u(O) A u = b(0). (7) 
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The other variables we introduce are x, y, and z. At the beginning of step i, i 3 0, 
of the repetition their values satisfy 
x=a(i+l)~y=b(i+l)~z=p.c(i). (8) 
By (7) and (8), relations (3), (S), and (6) simplify to 
c(1) = U * U, (9) 
p.a(i) =x, (10) 
p.b(i) =y, (11) 
c(i+2)=u*y+x*v+z. (12) 
We thus arrive at program 
P: I[p: sub P; 
u, v, x, y, z: int; 
c!O{(2)}; a?u ; b?v{(7)} 
; c!(u * v){(9)}; a?x ; b?y ; p.c?z{@)} 
; (c!(u * y+x * u+z){(12)}; p.a!x{(lO)}; a?x 
; p.b!y{(ll)}; b?y ; p.c?z 
)* 
II 
or, after slightly refolding the repetition: 
P: j[p: sub P; 
u, v, x, y, z: int; 
c!O; a?u ; b?v ; c!(u * v) ; a?x 
; (b?y ; p.c?z ; c!(u*y+x* v+z) 
; p.a!x ; a?x ; p.b!y 
)* 
II 
A possible timing for P is 
~(a, i)=6* i+2, c~(p.a, i) = 6 * i + 13, 
a(b, i)=6* if4, a(p.b,i)=6* i+15, 
(T(c, i)=6* i, cr(p.c,i)=6* i+ll. 
Since a(x, i + 1) - a(x, i) = 6 for all channels x, the program has constant response 
time. A timing for the subprocess is u + 11, which would have it start at moment 
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11. Identifying the process that starts at moment 11 * k as cell k, we conclude that 
when answer c(i) is generated (at moment 6 * i), all cells k for which 11 * k< 6 * i 
have started. As in the palindrome example, slightly over ii cells are required to 
produce output value c(i). 
Solution of Exercise 44 (convolution, functional) 
The specification is 
I[p::[int]+[int]+[int]; 
P 
{p.a.b.i=(Sj:OGj<i:a.j.*b.(i-l-j)),iZO} 
II 
As in the preceding exercise, we find 
p.a.b.O=O, 
p.a.b.1 = a.0 * 6.0 
and, for i 2 0, 
p.a.b.(i+2)=a.O* b.(i+l)+a.(i+l)* b.0 
+(Sj: Oaj<i: a.(j+l) * b.(i-j)) 
or, writing the first two arguments of p as U: a and v: b, 
p.( u : a).( v : b).O = 0, 
p.(u:a).(v:b).l=u*v 
and, for i 2 0, 
p.(u:a).(v: b).(i+2) 
(13) 
(14) 
=u*b.i+a.i*v+(Sj:O<j<i:a.j*b.(i-l-j)) 
= {by (13)) u * b.i+a.i* v+p.a.b.i. (15) 
For the computation of (15) we introduce an auxiliary function q, which, given 
lists a, b, and p.a. b, yields the list satisfying (15). Function q is specified by 
q::[int]+[int]+[int]+[int] 
and, for i 3 0, 
q.c.d.e.i= u * d.i+c.i * v+e.i. 
On account of the equality above, (15) may be written as 
p.(u:a).(v:b).(i+2)=q.a.b.(p.a.b).i. (16) 
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Function q is not difficult to code. The program for function p follows from (14) 
and (16): 
P: p.(u:a).(u:b)=O:u* v:q.a.b.(p.a.b) 
where 
([q::[int]-+[int]+[int]+[int]; 
q.(x:c).(y:d).(z:e)=u*y+x*v+z:q.c.d.e 
II 
